
bathing
showering

washing

Flush-to-Floor 
showering
style, design, comfort



There are lots of little moments that enrich our lives. A 

refreshing shower can be one of those magic moments. 

Just immerse yourself in another world, wash away the 

daily grind and enjoy the power of the water to revitalise.

Here at Bette, we want to make this experience as 

enjoyable as possible, with flush-to-floor shower areas, 

exclusive design, durable quality and precision engi-

neering. The variety of colours and formats, the 30-year 

master craftsman‘s warranty and the special hygienic 

properties are advantages that are impressive today and 

will delight for decades to come.

We hope you enjoy creating your new dream bathroom.

Just enjoy  
the moment





Water, titanium steel, glass and inspiration – the 

basis for all our fine steel/enamel bathroom items. 

The inspiration is evident in excellent design and in 

detailed, well thought-out solutions. You appreciate 

the natural materials every time you touch the unique 

BETTEGLAZE® – day after day.

Made with love and  
the most beautiful  
material there is for  
a shower.

• Heat-conducting

• Hygienic

• Easy-care

• Resistant to chemicals

• Scratch and impact resistant

• UV-resistant

• Sustainable

• Beautiful colours

• Sturdy

Master craftsman‘s warranty:
If bought from and installed by 
qualified bathroom specialists,
we provide a 30-year warranty, as 
stated in the guarantee certificate.
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Hygiene is pivotal, particularly in bathrooms. So it is im-

portant here to use materials that will always be quick and 

easy to clean. Bathroom items made from stainless steel/

enamel are an excellent way to meet these requirements. 

Dirt, germs and bacteria cannot adhere to the smooth, 

dense surface.

unique: BETTEglAZe®

BETTESHOWER AREAS are made from 100% natural 

raw materials, combined to make a unique and beautiful 

finish: BETTEGLAZE®. It is pleasantly smooth, kind to the 

skin and resistant to chemical and mechanical influences 

or UV-rays. Even decades later, BETTEGLAZE® still looks 

as good as it did on day one.

the first touch is  
something rather 
special

hygiene

safety

Tiled shower areas  

are fraught with risks

Joints in a tiled shower area are …

• real dirt traps

• a good breeding ground for germs and bacteria

• difficult to clean

• Porous joints cause water damage

• Repairs are troublesome and expensive

BETTESHOWERS  

are certainly hygienic

BETTESHOWER AREAS …

• cover the sensitive shower area without a joint

• stop dirt adhering, thanks to their glass-like finish

• are easy to clean

• BETTEGLAZE® is particularly sturdy

• Reliable protection against water penetration  

 and permanently accessible for inspection work

Decide in favour of  
the better solution

hygiene that is (tÜV) inspected 
and approved

The glazed surfaces of Bette shower areas and trays  

are tested and certified by the inspection agency TÜV 

Rheinland. For example: the flush-to-floor shower area 

BETTEFLOOR is the clean and visually stunning alterna-

tive to a tiled shower area. Because the material is inor-

ganic, it is not a breeding ground for bacteria and germs.



The difference between a dream bathroom and a com-

promise is often only a few centimetres, or a colour of a 

different shade. We offer a great many models, formats 

and colours, so that as many people as possible can 

realise their dream bathroom. With us, you have almost 

unlimited options for designing your own, individual 

dream bathroom.

A passion for  
variety in forms  
and colours

BetteFloor BetteFloor Corner BetteCornerBetteFloor siDe BetteFloor CAro BetteCAroBetteone Betteshower trAYs

BETTEFLOOR COLOURS – just some of the 22 specially developed matt colours, based on current tile trends (also see page 42) BETTEBATHROOM COLOURS – just some of more than 1,000 colours



Just as impressive as BETTEFLOOR, is BETTEFLOOR 

SIDE, with its fine, reduced design language. The off-

centre outlet perceptibly increases the standing area, 

for a fantastically comfortable shower.

enjoy the freedom

A large, uninterrupted flat surface also visually defines 

BETTEFLOOR SIDE and lends it a special charm. 

BETTEFLOOR SIDE gives new impetus to creativity for 

designing stainless steel/enamel flush-to-floor shower 

areas.

BETTEFloor siDe –
A variation on a classic

Tesseraux & Partner



BETTEFloor siDe –  
Delightful in every form

Once you have fallen in love with a design, you are 

reluctant to give it up. Which is why Bette also of-

fers a great variety of form and colour variations for 

BETTEFLOOR SIDE. So whatever the design of your 

dreams, you can adapt it precisely to the format and 

layout of your particular bathroom.

For colours, see page 42

BETTEFLOOR SIDE
  90 x   90 cm
100 x   80 cm May 2013
100 x   90 cm April 2013
100 x 100 cm March 2013
120 x   80 cm May 2013
120 x   90 cm
120 x 100 cm December 2012
120 x 120 cm July 2013
140 x   90 cm March 2013
140 x 100 cm April 2013
150 x 100 cm July 2013
160 x   90 cm 



Never before has there been such a flat enamel shower 

that can be integrated so discreetly and unassumingly 

into the floor. BETTEFLOOR has set the standards and 

provided the basis for one of the newest classics in the 

bathroom. Its simple, functional elegance opens your 

eyes to exquisite bathroom design. It makes space, 

instead of taking it. Advantages that are delighting more 

and more people.

An endless expanse

Enjoy a comfortable walk under the shower every morn-

ing. A single step is all it takes. No hint of a ledge to be 

seen or felt, just crafted perfection. There could hardly 

be a more relaxed and elegant shower experience.

BETTEFloor –  
the classic that sets  
the standards



BETTEFloor –  
excellent design with every opportunity

With its different formats and variety of dimensions, 

the BETTEFLOOR shower area encourages aesthetic 

bathroom creativity, customised to the interior design.

For colours and dimensions, see pages 42/43



If bought from and installed by qualified 
bathroom specialists, we provide a 30 
year warranty, as stated in the guaran-
tee certificate.

The enamel shower area fits discreetly 
and harmoniously into the design of 
the bathroom floor, providing maximum 
protection against damage from mois-
ture penetration.

Master craftsman‘s 
warranty

Joint-free

Bette makes a difference

The details of BETTEFLOOR are also impressive – the flat outlet 
cover is integrated flush into the shower area, for a puristic and 
elegant look.

Flush outlet

BETTEFLOOR achieves a high drainage volume at minimal 
installation heights. With a volume of 0.85 litres/sec. (in 
UK 0.7 litres/sec.), the drainage capacity is well above the 
norm, even though installation heights start from 65 mm.

high drainage capacity

Angular corners
BETTEFLOOR corners are precision-made. So the shower area 
fits harmoniously into the joint pattern of the floor like a large 
tile. A corner radius that is virtually a right angle allows high-
precision installation with minimal use of silicone.

BETTEFLOOR produces soft sounds – in conjunction with 
the BETTEINSTALLATION SYSTEM FLUSH-TO-FLOOR the 
noise level is only 20 dB(A) when in use. This is quieter than 
whispering and meets the requirements of sound installa-
tion in buildings, in accordance with DIN 4109/A1 and the 
stricter requirements of VDE 4100 SST III. Tested and ap-
proved by the Fraunhofer Institute.

sound insulation class 3

30y e a r s
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installation variants-
BETTEFloor and 
BETTEFloor siDe

Bathrooms vary greatly and the requirements for a flush-

to-floor BETTEFLOOR or BETTEFLOOR SIDE installation 

vary just as much. But it does not matter what challenges 

await on-site, Bette has the right system for numerous 

installation situations. The minimum mounting height for 

safe, flush-to-floor installation of the BETTEFLOOR mod-

els is just 65 mm.

From 65 mm

An installation that is virtually flush to the floor is pos-

sible from a minimum mounting height of just 45 mm. The 

big advantage of system installation compared to a tiled 

shower area is that it remains permanently accessible for 

inspection work. Should there be any problems, the drain 

can be reached quickly and with a minimum of fuss.

With the BETTEINSTALLATION SYSTEM FLUSH-TO-FLOOR, 
shower areas can be quickly and conveniently installed flush 
to the floor. Among the items supplied is a sealing fleece, 
which creates a reliable seal to the building structure.

minimal mounting heights:
· vertical drainage: from 65 mm 
 Water seal depth: 50 mm as per DIN/EN 274
 Drainage capacity: 0.6 litres/sec.
· side drainage: from 110 mm  
 Water seal depth: 50 mm as per DIN/EN 274
 Drainage capacity: 0.85 litres/sec. in UK 0.7 litres/sec.

Even if flush-to-floor installation is neither wanted nor possible, 
showering comfort and a safe, reliable seal can be implemented 
with the BETTEINSTALLATION SYSTEM FLUSH-TO-FLOOR. This 
can be fitted with a ledge up to 20 mm above the floor, depend-
ing on the thickness of the tiles.

minimal mounting heights:
· vertical drainage: from 45 mm  
 Water seal depth: 50 mm as per DIN/EN 274
 Drainage capacity: 0.6 litres/sec.
· side drainage: from 90 mm  
 Water seal depth: 50 mm as per DIN/EN 274
 Drainage capacity: 0.85 litres/sec. in UK 0.7 litres/sec.

The well-known, tried-and-tested BETTEFOOT-SYSTEM 
allows shower areas to be fitted conventionally, with a 
ledge above the floor.

minimal mounting heights:
· vertical drainage: from 50 mm
 Water seal depth: 50 mm as per DIN/EN 274
 Drainage capacity: 0.6 litres/sec.
· side drainage: from 80 mm
 Water seal depth: 50 mm as per DIN/EN 274
 Drainage capacity: 0.85 litres/sec. in UK 0.7 litres/sec.

Alternatively, the BETTEFOOT-SYSTEM can also be  
used for flush-to-floor installation.

Flush-to-floor installation with the 

BETTEinstAllAtion sYsteM

Virtually flush-to-floor  

installation with the  

BETTEinstAllAtion sYsteM

slightly raised installation with  

the BETTEFoot-sYsteM

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Concrete cavity

Concrete cavity

Concrete cavity

Core hole

Core hole

Core hole



BETTEone – 
sublime design

With BETTEONE, an exceptional design has found its way 

into the bathroom. Mindful of symmetry, its lines bring a 

special atmosphere to every room. Its strictly geometric 

form creates an elegant basis for a clear-cut design.

integrated design

The BETTEONE design line makes it possible to implement 

a coordinated design in key areas of the bathroom. The 

bath, shower tray and washbasin are in perfect harmony. 

This achieves the consistency of bathroom creation that 

people like you are looking for. Whether as a shower tray 

on its own, or in the combined series, BETTEONE brings a 

rather special flair to every bathroom.

For colours and dimensions, see pages 42/43

Tesseraux & Partner



installation variants 
BETTEone

Comfort and flush-to-floor elegance can be safely and quickly 
implemented. Simply screw the height-adjustable feet into the frame 
attached at the factory and match the height to the floor. The sealing 
fleece is then simply glued to the support frame and to the unfin-
ished floor, for permanent protection against water penetration.

minimal mounting heights:
· vertical drainage:
 Installation height from 55 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
· side drainage:
 Installation height from 100 mm, with drainage capacity 0.5 l/s*
 Installation height from 120 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
 Installation height from 130 mm, with drainage capacity 0.85 l/s** 
 * Water seal depth: 30 mm

 ** not for UK

When installing with a minimal ledge, BETTEONE can be  
glued directly to the existing unfinished floor. This also  
makes far lower installation heights possible and the  
minimal offset provides virtually flush-to-floor comfort.

minimal mounting heights:
· vertical drainage:
 Installation height from 45 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
· side drainage:
 Installation height from 90 mm, with drainage capacity 0.5 l/s*
 Installation height from 110 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
 Installation height from 120 mm, with drainage capacity 0.85 l/s** 
 * Water seal depth: 30 mm

 ** not for UK

A slightly elevated installation with a 20 mm ledge can also 
be safely and simply implemented. This is an advantage with 
refurbishment/modernisation, as the shower tray can be glued 
directly to the finished floor.

minimal mounting heights:
· vertical drainage:
 Installation height from 30 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
· side drainage:
 Installation height from 75 mm, with drainage capacity 0.5 l/s*
 Installation height from 95 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
 Installation height from 105 mm, with drainage capacity 0.85 l/s** 
 * Water seal depth: 30 mm

 ** not for UK

Flush-to-floor installation

glued to an unfinished floor

glued to a finished floor

The BETTEONE support frame installation system lets you 

install three different variants of the BETTEONE shower tray. 

Safe and simple mounting is assured, even when renovation 

or refurbishing work is involved. A virtually flush-to-floor in-

stallation is possible by gluing to a screed or tiled floor. The 

support frame is already firmly attached to the shower tray 

at the factory, for maximum stability and flexibility.

From 30 mm

The BETTEONE shower tray brings a new approach to 

installation. The BETTEONE shower tray with a support 

frame pre-mounted at the factory can be installed in three 

different variants. The classic flush-to-floor and barrier-free, 

or glued to an unfinished or a finished floor. This means new 

planning possibilities, especially for renovation work.

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Concrete cavity

Concrete cavity

Concrete cavity

Core hole

Core hole

Core hole



ultrA-FlAt BETTEshower trAYs –
Design with an added dimension

With their ultra-flat shower trays, Bette can also supply 

models that stress the character of the tray. In depths of 

2.5 to 3.5 cm, the choice is not a question of convenience, 

it has more to do with design. The clearly constructed 

form allows ultra-flat BETTESHOWER TRAYS to set a really 

elegant tone inside every bathroom.

For colours and dimensions, see pages 42/43



installation variants  
for ultra-flat  
BETTEshower trAYs

It does not matter what setting you have planned for your 

bathroom, ultra-flat BETTESHOWER TRAYS can realise 

virtually any variant quickly and safely.

From 65 mm

Ultra-flat shower trays can be safely and easily fitted flush 

to the floor in combination with BETTEINSTALLATION 

SYSTEM FLUSH-TO-FLOOR.

2.5/3.5 cm ultra-flat BETTESHOWER TRAYS can be installed 
with the BETTEINSTALLATION SYSTEM FLUSH-TO-FLOOR. The 
support frame provides an ideal base and simple height adjust-
ment. The seal offers safe protection against water penetration.

minimal mounting heights:
· vertical drainage:
 Installation height from 65 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
· side drainage:
 Installation height from 100 mm, with drainage capacity 0.5 l/s*
 Installation height from 120 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
 Installation height from 130 mm, with drainage capacity 0.85 l/s** 
 * Water seal depth: 30 mm

 ** not for UK

Especially when renovating, it is not always possible to install a 
shower tray flush to the floor, because the floor is not always the 
same height. The BETTEINSTALLATION SYSTEM also makes it pos-
sible to have virtually flush-to-floor installation, with a reliable seal 
to the building structure.

minimal mounting heights:
· vertical drainage:
 Installation height from 45 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
· side drainage:
 Installation height from 80 mm, with drainage capacity 0.5 l/s*
 Installation height from 100 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
 Installation height from 110 mm, with drainage capacity 0.85 l/s** 
 * Water seal depth: 30 mm

 ** not for UK

The BETTEFOOT-SYSTEM, comprising a mounting frame  
and height-adjustable feet, is a simple assembly aid for the 
conventional installation of BETTESHOWER TRAYS with a  
ledge to the floor.

minimal mounting heights:
· vertical drainage:
 Installation height from 50 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
· side drainage:
 Installation height from 70 mm, with drainage capacity 0.5 l/s*
 Installation height from 90 mm, with drainage capacity 0.6 l/s
 Installation height from 100 mm, with drainage capacity 0.85 l/s** 
 * Water seal depth: 30 mm

 ** not for UK

Flush-to-floor installation with the 

BETTEinstAllAtion sYsteM

Virtually flush-to-floor  

installation with the  

BETTEinstAllAtion sYsteM

slightly raised installation with  

the BETTEFoot-sYsteM

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with vertical outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Fig.: with side outlet

Concrete cavity

Concrete cavity

Concrete cavity

Core hole

Core hole

Core hole



Precision  
and safety

The BETTEINSTALLATION SYSTEM FLUSH-TO-FLOOR is a 

quick, reliable and easy way to install BETTEFLOOR and 

BETTEFLOOR SIDE, as well as the ultra-flat BETTESHOWER 

TRAYS. Whether in a new building, when modernising or 

refurbishing – there is huge scope for creativity with Bette, 

even at low mounting heights.

reliable components

Even tricky installation situations can be speedily and ac-

curately realised with the flexible installation system. Only a 

few steps are involved in any installation. A clip showing the 

steps in detail can be played at: www.bette.de

The installation frame is progressively adjusted, positioned 
on the bare floor and fixed in place. The provided casing 
aid is attached.

After the screed has been laid, the sealing fleece and the 
PE sealing tape are used to make the seal to the building 
structure. The wall and the floor are then tiled.

Finally, the shower area is inserted into the frame and the 
pop-up waste is fully connected. The joints are sealed with 
elastic sealant. This keeps the entire structure permanently 
accessible for inspection work.

For installation in wooden flooring, we recommend the 
special BETTESEALING SET for wooden floors.

installation in a 
screed floor

installation in a 
wooden floor





Quality taken to  
its logical conclusion

Our quality requirement also applies to products that are 

not immediately obvious. So we provide an extensive 

range of accessories to ensure that installation is easy 

and safe. High-precision, intelligent design and outstand-

ing functionality are particularly important here.

A coordinated system

Only when all the components interact precisely do we 

get a high-quality system that can benefit both craftsmen 

and consumers alike: with outstanding comfort, durabil-

ity and extreme reliability.

The BETTESOUND INSULATION SET for baths and shower trays 
insulates sound from walls, floors and masonry. Installation as 
per DIN 4109/A1 – Sound insulation in buildings.

The fire protection element allows supply lines to penetrate a 
ceiling and is suitable for ceilings with fire resistance classes 
F30 - F120.

BETTESOUND INSULATION SET BETTEFIRE PROTECTION

The BETTEFOOT-SYSTEM ensures fast, safe and cost-efficient 
height adjustment when installing shower trays. A frame is braced 
under the edge of the tray, into which height-adjustable feet are 
screwed.

BETTEFOOT-SYSTEM

TOP ACCESS WASTE

Top access waste BETTEFLOOR
•	 suitable	for
 BETTEFLOOR
 BETTEFLOOR CARO
 BETTEFLOOR CORNER
 BETTEFLOOR SIDE
•	 Drainage	capacity	0.85	l/s	in	UK	0.7	l/s
•	 Water	seal	depth	50	mm
•	 corresponds	to	EN	274
•	 Mounting	height	60	mm
•	 incl.	hair	filter
•	 with	detachable	odour	trap

Top access waste Plus
•	 suitable	for
 BETTECARO SHOWER TRAYS  
 3,5 cm
 BETTECORNER SHOWER TRAYS
 3,5 cm
 BETTESHOWER TRAYS  
 2,5/3,5 cm
 BETTEONE SHOWER TRAYS
•	 Drainage	capacity	0.85	l/s
•	 Water	seal	depth	50	mm
•	 corresponds	to	EN	274
•	 Mounting	height	90	mm
•	 with	detachable	odour	trap

Top access waste Vertical
•	 suitable	for
 BETTEFLOOR
 BETTEFLOOR CARO
 BETTEFLOOR CORNER
 BETTEFLOOR SIDE
 BETTECARO SHOWER TRAYS  
 3,5 cm
 BETTECORNER SHOWER TRAYS
 3,5 cm
 BETTESHOWER TRAYS  
 2,5/3,5 cm
 BETTEONE SHOWER TRAYS
•	 Drainage	capacity	0.6	l/s
•	 Water	seal	depth	50	mm
•	 does	not	correspond	to	EN	274
•	 Mounting	height	80	mm
•	 with	detachable	odour	trap

Top access waste Standard
•	 suitable	for
 BETTECARO SHOWER TRAYS  
 3,5 cm
 BETTECORNER SHOWER TRAYS
 3,5 cm
 BETTESHOWER TRAYS  
 2,5/3,5 cm
 BETTEONE SHOWER TRAYS
•	 Drainage	capacity	0,6	l/s
•	 Water	seal	depth	50	mm
•	 correspond	to	EN	274
•	 Mounting	height	80	mm
•	 with	detachable	odour	trap

Top access waste 60
•	 suitable	for
 BETTECARO SHOWER TRAYS  
 3,5 cm
 BETTECORNER SHOWER TRAYS
 3,5 cm
 BETTESHOWER TRAYS  
 2,5/3,5 cm
 BETTEONE SHOWER TRAYS
•	 Drainage	capacity	0.5	l/s
•	 Water	seal	depth	30	mm
•	 does	not	correspond	to	EN	274
•	 Mounting	height	60	mm
•	 with	detachable	odour	trap



BETTEANTI-SLIP provides additional safety when 
standing in the shower. The slip-resistant finish, 
comprising a quartz/sand mix, is permanently 
fired into BETTEGLAZE®. In terms of colour, the 
BETTEANTI-SLIP surface is a discreet and elegant 
match to the shower area.

BETTEFLOOR

BETTESHOWER TRAYS
barrier free

BETTEAnti-sliP

BETTEANTI-SLIP is slip-resistant according to rating 
group B for wet-loaded barefoot areas (DIN 51097) and is 
approved by the inspection agency TÜV SÜD. In conjunc-
tion with the special barrier-free BETTEANTI-SLIP finish, 
our 3.5 cm flat shower trays in dimensions 120 x 120 cm, 
130 x 130 cm and 140 x 140 cm and the BETTEFLOOR 
120 x 120 cm shower area, meet the requirements of 
DIN 18040-2 for apartments, with the flat shower tray 
in 150 x 150 x 3.5 cm also meeting the requirements of 
DIN 18040-1 for public buildings.

BETTEFLOOR SIDE

BETTESHOWER TRAYS

BETTEONE



900 mm

940 mm

BETTEUPSTAND

The BETTEUPSTAND makes the silicone 
joint between the edge of the tray and 
the wall redundant. Mouldy and cracked 
silicone joints are finally a thing of the 
past. There is no breeding ground for 
pathogens.

Drawing of a solid wall constructionDrawing of a lightweight wall construction

Anyone using the classic BETTEFOOT-SYSTEM for flush-to-floor installation can 
be sure of a totally impervious seal. The BETTESEALING SYSTEM has been spe-
cifically developed for the BETTEFOOT-SYSTEM and consists of pre-fabricated 
single elements, which can be individually combined to suit the installation vari-
ant. The sealing elements are permanently glued to the edge of the shower tray 
and then tiled over.

hygiene

safety

Bath or shower tray with a silicone joint

Silicone joints in the tiled wall area are 
• real dirt traps
• a good breeding ground for germs and bacteria
• difficult to clean
• a possible target for mould

• porous joints cause water damage
• repairs are troublesome and expensive

Bath or shower tray with BETTEUPSTAND 

The BETTEUPSTAND 
• covers the sensitive bathing or shower area  
 without a joint
• stops bacteria adhering, thanks to  
 the glass-like finish
• is sturdy and easy to clean
• stays permanently hygienic and clean

• provides safe protection against water penetration
• saves troublesome maintenance work

BETTESEALING SYSTEM

BETTESPECIAL SIZE

Standard

special size

6 (front edge of wall to outside edge of tray) 6 (front edge of wall to outside edge of tray)

tiling tiling

wall wall

foam strip foam strip

guide strip guide strip

guide strip guide strip

BETTEUPSTAND BETTEUPSTAND

wall bracket wall bracket On request, we will make a bath or shower tray to be an exact fit, in keeping with 
your needs. The customised shower is the perfect hygienic design solution, that 
makes tiling redundant. A special service – specifically for projects and renova-
tions.



more than 1,000 high-gloss bathroom colours:

22 matt colours:

BetteCAro

BetteCorner

BetteoneBetteFloor BetteDusChwAnnnen 

BETTEFLOOR CARO
  90 x   90 
100 x 100

BETTEFLOOR CORNER
  80 x 100 
  90 x   90 
100 x   80
100 x 100

BETTEFLOOR
  80 x   80 
  90 x   70 
  90 x   75 
  90 x   80 
  90 x   90  
100 x   70 
100 x   75
100 x   80 
100 x   90 
100 x 100
110 x   75 
110 x   80
110 x   90
110 x 100
120 x   70
120 x   75
120 x   80 
120 x   90 
120 x 100 
120 x 120
130 x   75
130 x   80 
130 x   90
130 x 100
140 x   75 
140 x   80
140 x   90 
140 x 100 
150 x   80
150 x   90
150 x 100
160 x   75
160 x   80 
160 x   90
160 x 100 
170 x   75 
170 x   80
170 x   90
170 x 100
180 x   80
180 x   90
180 x 100

BETTECARO
depth 3,5 cm
same shank lengths
  80 x   80 x 3,5
  90 x   90 x 3,5
100 x 100 x 3,5

BETTECARO
depth 3,5 cm
different shank   
lengths
75 x  90 x 3,5
80 x  90 x 3,5
90 x  75 x 3,5
90 x  80 x 3,5

BETTECORNER
depth 3,5 cm
same shank lengths
  80 x   80 x 3,5
  90 x   90 x 3,5
100 x 100 x 3,5
120 x 120 x 3,5

BETTECORNER
depth 3,5 cm
different shank  
lengths
  75 x   90 x 3,5
  80 x   90 x 3,5
  80 x 100 x 3,5
  80 x 120 x 3,5
  90 x   75 x 3,5
  90 x   80 x 3,5
  90 x 100 x 3,5
  90 x 120 x 3,5
100 x   80 x 3,5
100 x   90 x 3,5
120 x   80 x 3,5
120 x   90 x 3,5

BETTEONE
  90 x   90
100 x   90
100 x 100
120 x   80
120 x   90
120 x 100
140 x   90
140 x 100

BETTESHOWER TRAY
depth 3,5 cm, 
from 105 cm
105 x   75 x 3,5
110 x   70 x 3,5
110 x   75 x 3,5
110 x   80 x 3,5
110 x   90 x 3,5
110 x 100 x 3,5
110 x 110 x 3,5
120 x   70 x 3,5
120 x   75 x 3,5
120 x   80 x 3,5
120 x   90 x 3,5
120 x 100 x 3,5
120 x 110 x 3,5
120 x 120 x 3,5
130 x   80 x 3,5 
130 x   90 x 3,5
130 x 100 x 3,5
130 x 130 x 3,5 
140 x   70 x 3,5
140 x   75 x 3,5
140 x   80 x 3,5
140 x   90 x 3,5
140 x 100 x 3,5
140 x 140 x 3,5
150 x   70 x 3,5
150 x   75 x 3,5
150 x   80 x 3,5
150 x   90 x 3,5
150 x 100 x 3,5
150 x 150 x 3,5

BETTESHOWER TRAY
depth 2,5 cm, 
from 100 cm
100 x     70 x 2,5
100 x   75 x 2,5
100 x   80 x 2,5
100 x   90 x 2,5
100 x 100 x 2,5

BETTESHOWER TRAY
depth 3,5 cm, 
from 160 cm
160 x   70 x 3,5
160 x   75 x 3,5
160 x   80 x 3,5
160 x   90 x 3,5
160 x 100 x 3,5
170 x   70 x 3,5
170 x   75 x 3,5
170 x   90 x 3,5
170 x 100 x 3,5
180 x   80 x 3,5
180 x   90 x 3,5
180 x 100 x 3,5

BETTESHOWER TRAY
depth 2,5 cm, 
up to 90 cm
70 x 70 x 2,5
75 x 75 x 2,5
80 x 70 x 2,5
80 x 75 x 2,5
80 x 80 x 2,5
85 x 85 x 2,5
90 x 60 x 2,5
90 x 70 x 2,5
90 x 75 x 2,5
90 x 80 x 2,5
90 x 85 x 2,5
90 x 90 x 2,5

BETTEFLOOR SIDE
  90 x   90 
100 x   80 
100 x   90 
100 x 100
120 x   80 
120 x   90 
120 x 100
120 x 120
140 x   90
140 x 100 
150 x 100 
160 x   90

BETTEVArietY 
ideas come from possibilities

To ensure the greatest possible creative freedom in bathroom planning, Bette 

provides a wide variety of colours and forms:
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www.bette.co.uk

Bette GmbH & Co. KG
Heinrich-Bette-Straße 1 
D-33129 Delbrück
Tel.: +49 5250 511-0 
Fax: +49 5250 511-130
info@bette.de 
www.bette.de

United Kingdom + Ireland:
Bette GmbH & Co. KG UK Branch
Office 2
The Courtyard
Hall Farm
Lockington
Derbyshire
DE74 2RH
Tel.: +44 844 800 0547
Fax: +44 844 800 0548
info@bette.co.uk
www.bette.co.uk

Concept, design, text:
gambit marketing & communication GmbH, Dortmund.
Photography: Studio Casa, Münster; www.fotolia.de
Lithography: Divis, Hagen.
Overall production: Meinders & Elstermann, Belm.

You will find the complete product range for bathing, showering 
and washing in our catalogue and under www.bette.de

Copyright:
All rights to pictures and brands reserved.

Errors and omissions excepted. Subject to technical changes  
and updates to ranges / models. For technical reasons to do  
with the printing process, colour deviations can occur with  
certain illustrations.


